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LET N BE A compact smooth (Cm) n-manifold and let g: N--, R be a fixed Morse function 
without critical points on 8N. We shall say that a functionf: N + R is admissible if it is 
smooth and agrees with g near 3N. Let 9(N, 8N) denote the space of all admissible 
functions on N. Then F(N, 8N) is convex and thus contractible. (We use the strong 
C”-topology[2] for all function spaces.) Let A(N, 8N) denote the space of all admissible 
Morse functions on N. Then A(N, 8N) has many components since functions in a single 
component have the same number of critical points. To obtain a connected space of 
functions we must allow cancellation of critical points. Thus let &‘(N, 8N) denote the space 
of all admissible functions of N whose critical points are either Morse or birth-death 
singularities (defined in 2.1). In this paper we compute the (n - I)-homotopy type of S’(N, 
dN). 
Let f: N + IF! be an admissible function. Then the derivative of f gives a map 
N/aN + T(r) where T(t) is the Thorn space of the tangent bundle r of N. This map is 
given as follows. We choose a fixed Riemannian metric on N by embedding N in R” and 
we let E = min (1, inf { IlVg(x)llIx E aN}). Then the composition of l/~Vfz N -+ E with the 
collapsing map E + T(T) where E is the total space of T sends aN to *, so it induces a 
map N/aN + T(r). 
Suppose that f E A(N, 8N). Then we can choose E > 0 a continuous function off so 
that U = {x E NI/Vf(x)II < L } c int N = N - 8N and U is the union of disjoint con- 
tractible neighborhoods Vi of the critical points yi off. Using this E we again get a map 
N/aN + T(z). But this map now lifts to a map N/aN + T@ *r ) where p *z is the pull-back 
of r along the projection p: BO x N-P N. The lifting is given by sending x E Vi to (Pi, 
l/cvf(x)) where Pi is the plane in IF” spanned by the negative eigenvectors of P~(JJJ 
considered as an element of BO. (The complement of U goes to *.) In the special case when 
N is embedded in R” this gives an element of Q”P((BO x N),) where the lower “ + ” 
means add a disjoint base point. In other cases we get an element of CPS”((B0 x N),) 
by passing to the normal disk bundle of N by a construction called suspension (3.1.a). In 
any case we get a map J/: .&(N, cYN)+CPS~((BO x N),). 
In $5 we show how the negative eigenplanes of cancelling Morse singularities can be 
made to match up at a birth-death singularity thus allowing us to extend the function I,+ 
to H(N, 8N). The composition &‘(N, dN)42”S”((BO x N)+)-+fPSm(N+) is null 
homotopic since it extends to all of P(N, 8N). Consequently we get a map 6: H(N, 
aN)+ W’Soc(BO A (N,)) N fiber [QmSm((BO x N)+)--,R”S”(N+)]. The main the- 
orem of this paper is that this map is n-connected. The (n - l)-connectivity of $ is due 
to the author. This was extended to n-connectivity by Crichton Ogle in $4. The main 
element in the proof is our result in [3] where we establish conditions for the elimination 
of singularities other than Morse and birth-death singularities from a parameterized 
family of admissible functions on N. 
In $6 we show that spaces of functions with restricted Thorn-Boardman singularities 
look like QmS5(I+’ A (N,)). More precisely for any Thorn-Boardman index 
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J>(n,l,O,. . . ) let &‘,(N, JN) be the space of all admissible functionsf: N -+ R so that 
f has no E’ singularities for Z 2 J. Then there is an (n + c,)-connected map %,(N, 
JZV) + Qa.Sm( IpJ A (N,)) where n = dim N and c, 2 0. 
I wish to extend my thanks to F. Waldhausen who encouraged me to state my result 
in [3] in terms of the homotopy type of a space of functions. I also wish to thank C. Ogle 
for his contribution to this paper and E. Brown and M. Steinberger for helpful 
conversations. 
81. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a finite cell complex and let p: E -+ X be a fiber bundle with fiber F. If A 
is a subspace of X we denote by F,(A) the space of all continuous sections of EIA = (E 
restricted to A). If so c F,(A) is a fixed section over A we denote by I-,(X, A) the space 
of all sections X + E of p which agree with so on A. The covering homotopy property of 
p gives the following. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A c B CX be subcomplexes. Then the restriction map r: T&Y, 
A) + re(B, A) is a weak Jibration over its image and the image of r is a union of path 
components of TE(B, A). Cl 
is 
We shall denote the image of r by Ti(B, A). Note that the fiber of r is F,(X, B). 
Iff: E -+ E’ is a map of bundles over Xsuch that the restriction off to the fibers F + F’ 
c-connected and if dim (X, A) = d we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. The induced map f*: T&Y, A)-+T,(X, A) is (c - d)-connected. Cl 
Let CE be the fiberwise suspension of E given by CE = E x I/ N where we are modding 
out by the relation (x, i) N (y, i) if p(x) = p(y) and i =Oor l.Letq:zE+Xbegivenby 
q[x, t] = p(x). Then ZE is a fiber bundle over Xwith fiber SF. Ifs EF&Y) let f: X x Z+XE 
be given by s(x, t) = [s(x), t]. Since qf is always the projection map, S gives a section Es 
of the pull-back G of CE along the projection X x Z-*X. This defines a map 
E: TE(X)+Fc(X x I). Using zsOEro(A x Z U X x al) as the fixed section we then get a 
map E,,: F&Y, A)+To(X x Z, A x Z U X x al). 
THEOREM 1.3 (Parameterized Freudenthal suspension). Zf F is c-connected, c 2 1, and 
dim (X, A) = d, then IC” is (2~ - d + I)-connected. 
Proof. If E-+X is a trivial bundle this follows from the standard Freudenthal 
suspension theorem. If A contains the d - 1 skeleton of X then we are dealing with an 
essentially trivial bundle. (Replace E by its pull-back to a disjoint union of d-disks.) 
Let k be minimal such that A does not contain the d - k skeleton of X and let 
B = A U Xd-“. Then we have the following map of fibrations. 
r,(x, B) ’ I-,(x, A) l I-;(& A) 
1 z:B 1 Z” IZ;:, 
~,(XXZ,BXZUXX~Z)~~,(XXZ,AXZUXX~Z)-*~~(BXZ,AXZUBX~Z) 
Here E’B is (2c - d + l)-connected by induction on k and C> is (2c - d + 2)-connected since 
we may assume k 2 1. 0 
Now let X denote a compact smooth manifold of dimension d and let 5 be a vector 
bundle over X. Let q: D(t) + X be the disk bundle associated to 5. (We assume that all 
vector bundles have structure group O(m) for the appropriate m. Thus the disk bundle 
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is the unit disk bundle.) Ifp: E + X is a bundle with fiber F let Z<E = (D(r) $ E)/ _ where 
(x, y) m (x, z) if x E 8q - ‘p(x) and @ means fiber product. Then UE is a bundle over X 
with fiber StimCF. 
If s E T,(X) let 6: D(r) + X’E be given by S(x) = [x, sq(x)]. Then S commutes with 
projection to X and thus we get a section C’s of G = q*C’E over D(5). Choosing fixed 
sections s,, Fs, we get a map 
THEOREM 1.4. Zf F is c-connected, c 2 1, then Zc is (2~ - d + I)-connected. 
Proof. Let q be a vector bundle over X which is complementary to l in the sense that 
r @ q = ok is the trivia1 vector bundle Rk x X + X. Then we have 
z:Q? r,(o(t), ao(0) - rZkE (zk x x, a(zk x x)) 
and E’sE:e = Ct. Similarly let f be the pull-back of < to Zk x X and we get &*q = xk. Now 
apply Theorem 1.3. cl 
92. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let b: Iw” -+ [w be the function given by 
(2-l) 
i+l 
b(x,, . . . )X”) =x: - jp+k $+2x:. 
If M is a smooth manifold of dimension n and fi M -+ R is a smooth function, an element 
y E M is called a birth-death singularity off of in&x i if there exists a neighborhood U 
of 0 in R” and an embedding h: U + A4 such that h(0) = y and p(x) = b(x) + f(y) for 
all x E U. 
Let N denote a compact smooth n-manifold and suppose that a fixed Riemannian 
metric on N is given. Let g: N + [w be a fixed Morse function on N without critical points 
on 8N. We define .#(N, 8N) to be the space of all smooth functions f: N --) iI3 which agree 
with g near 8N such that the degenerate critical points off are all birth-death singularities. 
The space &‘(N, 8N) is given the strong Cm-topology[2]. 
MAIN THEOREM 2.2. There is an n-connected map H(N, aN)-42mSm(B0 A (N,)). 
The key step in the proof of 2.2 is proved in another paper[3]. The theorem proved 
there can be stated as follows. Let J’(N) be the space of all 3-jets of maps N + R. We 
shall consider J3(N) as a bundle over N. Given any smooth map f: N + R the 3-jet of 
f is then a section j’f: N + J3(N) of this bundle. The fiber of J3(N) is 
J3(n) = R[x,, . . . ,x.1/(x,, . . . , xJ4 = the topological R-algebra of all real polynomials of 
degree I 3 in n variables. The structure group is Aut J3(n) = the space of R-algebra 
automorphisms of J3(n) topologized as a subspace of (J3(n))“. However the metric on N 
determines a reduction of the structure group to O(n) in the following way. To each 3-jet 
j’f(x,) of a map germf: N, x,, --, R we can associate the 3-jet at 0 off - exp, where exp,,: 
T,,N, 0 + N, x0 is the germ of the exponential map at 0 and T,,N is the tangent plane to 
N at x0. (When x,~aN -we must choose an isometric embedding of N into an open 
Riemannian n-manifold N, extend f to a map germ f: N, x0 -+ R and take the 3-jet at 0 
off * expxo. This however does not depend on the choices of N and r) This construction 
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gives an ‘R-algebra isomorphism of each fiber of J3(N) with J3(n) which is well defined 
up to orthogonal change of coordinates. 
Let F,, be the space of all p E J3(n) such that one of the following holds: 
(a) 0 E R” is not a critical point of p; 
(b) 0 E R” is a nondegenerate critical point of p; 
(c) 0 E R” is a birth-death singularity of p. 
Then F” is an O(n)-invariant subspace of J3(n) and thus determines a subbundle E + N 
of J3(N). If fE H(N, 8N) then clearly the image of j’f lies in E. 
THEOREM 2.3 [3]. The map j3: &‘(N, JN)+T,(N, 8N) is n-connected. 
Let v be an n-dimensional normal bundle for N. As in $1 put G = q*C’E where q is 
the projection D(v)+N and consider the map Z’: T,(N, aN)+r,(D(v), do(v)). Since F, 
is n-connected by 2.4 below this map is n-connected by 1.4. We now analyze the 
bundle G. 
The fiber of G+D(v) is the join S”-‘+F, and the structure group is O(n) x O(n). 
We shall construct a map h: S”-‘*F,, + Fb which has the right equivariant properties to 
define a bundle map G + Fh x D(v). Let j: S”- ’ + UP’ be the standard inclusion and let 
h,: S”-‘4 Fti be given by h,(x)(y) = (j(x), y) the standard inner product in Rz”. Then 
h,(x) is a linear polynomial. Let h,: F”+ Fh be given by 
n 
h&)(x,, . . .,xzn)=p(x,+,,. ..,x,)+ c -4. 
i-l 
Now let h: S”-‘*F,,+F2, be given by h(y, t,p) = th,(y)+(l - t)h,(p). Then h is 
equivariant with respect o the homomorphism O(n) x O(n) -+ O(2n) given by direct sum. 
Since q*v $ q*r is the trivial bundle we get a bundle map /i: G -+ Fzn x D(v) over D(v) 
induced by h as desired. 
LEMMA 2.4 ($3, 4). There is a 2n-connected map 4,,: F,,+S”BO which is compatible with 
h. 
Composing K with &, x 1 we get a bundle map G + SZ”BO x D(v) which is 
3n-connected on the fibers. By 1.2 this gives an n-equivalence r,(D(v), 
do(v))-+ Map (D(v), aD(v); S”B0) where Map (X, A; Y) is the space of all continuous 
maps X + Y which restrict to a fixed map on A. Since SZ”BO is 2n-connected this space 
has the 2n-type of the space of stable pointed maps D(v)/dD(v)+ SZ”BO. Since D(v)+ 
is the h-dual of D(v)/aD(v) (by the Thorn-Pontrjagin construction) this last space is 
weakly homotopy equivalent to the space of stable pointed maps So-+ D(v)+ A BO. This 
completes the proof of 2.2 modulo lemma 2.4. 
9. THE HOMOTOPY TYPE OF F” 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf C is a closed subset of R” then Rm+” - C is homotopy equivalent o the 
join S” - ’ *(Rrn - C). 
Proof. Let U = R”+“- (C x D”) where D” is the unit disk in 58”. A homotopy 
equivalence U N S”- ‘*(R”’ - C) is given by sending (x, y) E U to [x, llyll, y /lly II]. Since R” 
is paracompact there is a continuous map a: IX”+ [0, l] so that a -l(O) = C. A 
homeomorphism fl: U-&!“+” - C can be given by 
my)= x, l-maax(;l)y) 
( ( 
. 
3 )Y> 
0 
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Let E, be the space of all polynomials p in F, with no constant or linear term, i.e. 
p(0) = 0 and Dp(0) = 0. Then E. = R” - C where m = dim P. - n - 1 and C is a closed 
subset of R”. Since F, contains all polynomials p E P,, with Dp(0) # 0 we have 
F,= Iw x (Rm+“- C) where the IF! gives the irrelevant constant term of a polynomial in F,. 
By 3.1 we have F, z S’E,, so it suffices to show the following. 
THEOREM 3.2. (a) The map cr,: E,,+E,+, given by o+(p)(x) =p(xI,. . . ,x,)-t x:+~ is 
n-connected; (b) lim E, N BO (weakly). 
- 
Lemma 2.4 is an easy consequence of this theorem. Note that u, is homotopic to the 
mapa_: E,--tE,+,givenbyo_@)(x)=p(x,,...,x,)-x~+,.(Thehomotopyisgivenby 
a,(p)(x) =p(x*, * * * ,x,1 + (1 - 20x:+* + t(t - l)X”,,.) 
Let Ai be the set of all polynomials p E E, such that 0 is a nondegenerate critical point 
of p of index i. If p E Ai let 4 @) be the i-plane in R” spanned by the negative eigenvectors 
of D’p(0). Then for a fixed i-plane V in IX”, 4 -i(V) is convex (and nonempty) and thus 
f$: A,+O(n)/(O(i) x O(n - i)) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Let Bi be the set of all polynomials p in Em such that 0 is a birth-death sinularity of 
p of index i. The second derivative D*p(O) of such a polynomial has a one dimensional 
kernel K(p) which has an intrinsic orientation given as follows. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let y : ( - L, 6) + Iw” be a smooth path through y(O) = 0 such that Dy(0) is 
a nonzero vector in K(p). Then D3(py)(0) # 0 and the sign of D’@y)(O) depends only on the 
orienzation of Dy(0) in K(p). 
Proof. This is easily seen to be true if p = b of 2.1. But the statement is invariant under 
change of coordinates. 0 
If V is a fixed i-plane in R” and L is a fixed oriented line in R” perpendicular to V then 
the set of all p E Bi with 4(p) = V and K(p) = L (with matching orientations) is convex 
and consequently we have a homotopy equivalence (r#~, K): B,+O(n)/(O(i) x Z, 
x O(n - i - 1)). 
Now let Ai = A, U Bi U Bi_ 1 and note that this is a closed subset of E,,. Let $iSi: 
&O(n)/(O(i) x O(n - i)) be the map defined as follows. If p EA, U Bi let &i(p) = 4(p). 
If p E Bi_ 1 let &p) be the span of b(p) and K(p). If V is a fixed i-plane in R” then 6;‘(V) 
is star-shaped about any point in Q;‘(V) tl Ai and consequently & is a homotopy 
equivalence. This gives the following. 
~OPOSITION 3.4. E,, is homotopy equivalent to the homotopy push-out of the following 
linear diagram which we call D,. 
G:(O) ‘/o G:(O) - 
80 
G:(l)cz_. . . -@@I 
b" -I 
where G;(i) = O(n)/(O(i) x I, x O(n - i - a)) and all maps are induced by the identity on 
O(n). 
Proof. There is one technical detail that we have to check. This is that the inclusions 
Bi c Ai and Bi_ 1 c Ji are cofibrations. But this follows from the collar neighborhood 
theorem since Ai is a smooth manifold with boundary Bi LI Bi_ ,. cl 
The homotopy push-out of a linear diagram is the union of the mapping cylinders of 
the arrows with the obvious identifications making the cylinders fit together end to end 
to make one long cylinder. 
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If D is any linear diagram and D’ is a connected subdiagram then the inclusion D’ c D 
induces an inclusion of homotopy push-outs in the obvious way. Let D, D’ be two linear 
diagram with the same orientation of the arrows. Then a morphism D+D’ consists of a 
map hi: X,+X; for each object Xi in D and a homotopy H_ X, x Z+Xi for each arrow 
A: Xi-X, in D such that&Hj is a homotopy fromfj’hj to h& The induced map of push-outs 
is given as follows. The mapping cylinder of& X,4X, is mapped to the mapping cylinder 
offi via hk on X, and the map (x, t)+(Hj(x, t), t) on Xi x I. If D, D’ have different lengths 
then a morphism D+D’ is a morphism of D onto a subdiagram of D’. Morphisms are 
composed in the obvious way making the push-out functional. In the special case where 
f;hi = hkJ;. we can allow Hi to be the trivial homotopy given by hi. We shall call a diagram 
morphism k-connected or a homotopy equivalence if the induced map of push-outs is 
k-connected or a homotopy equivalence. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. The map u + : E,,+ E,,_ , is induced by the morphism D,-D,,, , given 
as follows. The image of the morphism is the subdiagram Di, , of D, + , which stretches from 
G:,,(O) to G:+,(n). The morphism D.+Di+, is given on each object by the map 
G;(i)-+G;+,(i) which is induced by the inclusion 0, = 0, x I, c On+,. The homotopies Hj 
are trivial. Similarly o _ : E,,+ E,, + , is induced by a morphism D,,+ D, + , whose image 
stretches from G:+,(l) to Gz+,(n + 1). The maps G:(i)+Gi+,(i + 1) are induced by the 
injection O(n)+l, x O(n) c O(n + 1) and the homotopies are trivial. 0 
LEMMA 3.6. Let D be a linear diagram and let X be an end point of D. Let D’ be the 
subdiagram of D given by deleting X and the arrow at X. , 
(a) If X is the source of the arrow at X then the inclusion D’ c D is a homotopy 
equivalence ; 
(b) If X is the target of a k-connected arrow then the inclusion D’ c D is k-connected. 
0 
Using this lemma and the fact that fi is (n - i - l)-connected and gi is i-connected in 
D, we see that the inclusion of the middle term Glj([n/2]) into D, is [n/2]-connected. 
Comparing this with the corresponding term in D, + z we see that CJ _ o+ : E,+ E, +* is 
[n/2]-connected and that lim E, - N lim Gi([n/2]) N BO. This proves 3.2.b. 
- - 
LEMMA 3.7. Let h: D+D’ be a morphism of linear diagrams of the same length. If hi: 
X+X] is k-connected for each i then h is k-connected. Cl 
Using this lemma we have an (n - l)-connected morphism form D, to the following 
diagram which we call DA + ,. 
GII, do)’ - G;+,KO’- g:, G:+,(1)‘~- - GII+dn)’ 
f:, 1 d - I 
where GE,, (i)’ = O(n + 1)/(0(i) x 1, x O(n - i - a) x Z,) and all maps are induced by the 
identity on O(n + 1). 
Let Di,, denote the following diagram where all maps are induced by the indentity 
on O(n + 1). 
G1+,(0)~Gi+,(O)~G:+,(l)-... r: -GA+,(n). d - I 
We shall construct an isomorphism of diagrams DA + , -t 0: + , . 
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Let T, denote the following matrix in O(a). 
T,, = 
Let hi: G~+,(i)‘+G~+,(i) be given by right multiplication by Zi 8 T,_i+l and let k; 
G!,+,(i)‘+Gi+,(i) be given by right multiplication by Zi+, @ T,_i. Then gfki=hi+,g’i= 
multiplication by Ii+, 6 T,,_i so we may take the trivial homotopy here. However, 
ffki#hifi’. LetybeapathfromZi+,$T,_itoZi$T,_i+,inside~xO(n-i+1)and 
let ZZ; G,!+,(i)’ x Z+Gi+,(i) be given by H,(x, t) = x * y(t). This gives an isomorphism 
DA+,-D;,,. The inverse morphism is given by the same formulas except that y must be 
replaced by y’ given by r’(l) = r(t)-‘. 
We shall now construct a morphism Di + I + DQ, , and show that it is n-connected. Since 
the inclusion Di+ , c D, + , is n-connected by 3.5 the composition 
Dn+Dj,+,-+D~+,+DI)+, c D,,, will be (n - I)-connected. Ogle’s argument in $4 will 
show that this composition is n-connected. A straightforward calculation shows that this 
is exactly the morphism described in 3.5 so the proof of 3.2 will be completed. 
The morphism Do+,-Di,, is given on each object by the map G:+,(i)+G:;!(i) 
induced by the identity on U(n + 1). Since everything commutes we may take trivial 
homotopies. The reason that this map is n-connected stems from the following facts. 
(a) The targets in Di+ 1 (except G!,+,(n)) are equal to the sources in Di,,. 
(b) The map from each source in Dz+ , to the target on the left is equal to the map 
to the corresponding term in Dz+ ,. 
(c) The map from each target in Di,, (except GA+,(n)) to the corresponding term in 
D:+, is equal to the map to that term from the right. 
(d) The rightward pointing maps in Di,, and Dlj,, together with the maps from the 
objects on Di+ , to the objects of Dl] + I form fiber squares (pull-back diagrams). 
(e) In each of these fiber squares the vertical maps are a-connected and .the horizontal 
maps are (n - a)-connected where 0 I a I n. 
(f) The map fi is n-connected. 
(g) All spaces are connected. 
Since we will use only these conditions we will not need to know what the original 
spaces or maps are. Thus we simplify notation as follows. 
D2: Y,cX,-+ Yp-. . .+x,_,-+ Y, 
1 1 1 1 1 
Do: z,4-Yl-bZ,t...tY,_,~Z,. 
Let W, be the push-out of the subdiagram Y+Xi-+ Y,,,. Then using inclusion maps we 
construct another diagram D3: Y, + W, t Y,+ W,+. . .t Y,. We claim that the push-out of 
D2 is homotopy equivalent to the push-out of D3. By definition we have 
push-out(D’) = Y x Z u W, u Y,.x Z u W, u . . . 
YI y2 y2 Y3 
The cylinders can be collapsed to give the push-out of D2. 
It is evident that D3 is homotopy equivalent to the diagram D*: 
Yl+-Y,-+W,+-...+Wk_, derived from D3 by deleting Y, and inserting the identity map 
on Y,. Define a morphism D2+D4 (with trivial homotopies) as follows. The map Y,+ Wi_ 1 
will be the inclusion map, Y, -+ Y, will be the identity, and the map Xi+ Yi+ ,will be the 
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same as in D’. It follows from the argument above that this morphism is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
LEMMA 3.8. Consider an arbitrary fiber square of connected spaces: 
X-LY 
“I 1 
V-Z. 
If f is a-connected and g is b-connected then the induced map from the push-out W of 
V+X+ Y to Z will always be (a + b)-connected. 
Proof By symmetry we have b 2 a 2 0. If a 2 2 we can apply homotopy excision to 
get that (V, X)+( W, Y) is (a + b)-connected. Since the composition (V, X)+( W, Y)+(Z, 
Y) is co-connected we get that (W, Y)+(Z, Y) is (a + b + l)-connected. If a 5 1 then (W, 
Y) and (Z, Yj are both b-connected so (W, Y)+(Z, Y) is (b + l)-connected. Both cases 
imply W+Z is (a + b)-connected. cl 
Applying this to the case at hand the induced maps Wi+Zi+ I are n-connected and thus 
by 3.7 we have an n-connected morphism D4+D0. The composition D2+D3+D4-+Do is 
the morphism that we started with. 
(J4. THE ARGUMENT OF C. OGLE 
In this section we give Ogle’s argument which shows that the map u, : E,,-+E,+, is 
n-connected and not just (n - l)-connected. As in $3 this map is given by a map of linear 
diagrams D,, + D, + , which factors through DA + ,. Let C,, CL+ ,, C,,, 1 denote the push-outs 
of& D:+,, D,+, respectively and let a : C’+ CA + ,, /3 : C), + , + C, + , be the maps induced 
by the morphisms D”-fD!,+,, DA+,+D,,+, defined above. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Ogle). (a) There is afibration C, 2 CA + ,L s” which admits a section 
s: s+c;, ,; ’ (b) The composition S’--f, Ci + ,- C,, , is a constant map. 
Statement (a) implies that a and thus /3a induce isomorphisms on or,_ i. Also 
%C A + , r a ,g,,C, @ 7~“s”. Statement (b) now implies that p *rr,CA + , = /?*a *x,C, = x,C, + , 
since /I is n-connected. Thus pa: C,+C, + , is n-connected and the proof of 3.2(a) is 
completed. 
For the proof of 4.1(a) we need the following lemma. Let G + E + B be a principal fiber 
bundle and let D: Xo+Yo-*. . .+Y,,_, +X, be a linear diagram of left G-spaces and 
G-maps. Let E x o D = (E xcXoc.. . + E x o X,) be the corresponding diagram of fiber 
bundles over B. Suppose that all spaces G, E, B, Xi, Yi are compact. 
LEMMA 4.2. The push-out of E x o D is afiber bundle over B whosefiber is the push-out 
of D. 
Proof Let C be the push-out of D. Then C is a left G-space and E x o C is a quotient 
space of E x o (X,, Ll Y, LI . . . II X,). The push-out of E x o D is a quotient space of the 
same space with the same identifications. 0 
Proof of 4.1. For each i 5n -a the map G;+,(i)’ = O(n + 1)/(0(i) x Z, x 
O(n - i -a) x I,)+O(n + 1)/(0(n) x ZJ = S” induced by the identity on O(n + 1) is the 
fiber bundle with fiber G;(i) which is associated to the principal bundle 
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O(n)+O(n + l)+S”. Since the maps in D, are induced by the identity on O(n) and the 
maps of DA+, are induced by the identity on O(n + 1) we see that DA+, is isomorphic to 
the diagram O(n + 1) x ,,&. Thus CA+ 1 is a fiber bundle over S” with fiber C, by 4.2. 
The section s: S”-+C~+, is given by the fact that the first term G,O+,(O)’ of Df,, is 
homeomorphic to S”. This proves (a). 
To prove (b) we also look at the first term of the diagram Di+ , and we get the following 
commuting diagram. 
s(P) = G:, i(O)’ 2 CA+1 
3 1 
* = G;+,(O)--5, C:,, 
where Ci + , is the push-out of Di,,. This shows that ~3s: P-L’,,+, factors through a one 
point space. cl 
55. REMARKS 
We give another description of the homotopy equivalence lim E. = BO which will justify 
-+ 
the description of the n-equivalence #‘(N, dN)4PSm(B0 A (N,)) given in the intro- 
duction at least in the case where g: N-R has no critical points. 
Ifp E E, let 4(p) be the i@)-plane spanned by the negative eigenvectors of D’p(0) and 
let $@) be thej(p)-plane spanned by 4@) and the kernel of D’p(0). Let Vi = qb@) x Wmi@) 
and Vz = &) x IV-‘@). Ifp is a Morse singularity I’; = Vi. Ifp is a birth-death singularity 
we have the isomorphism Vb+ Vi which is the inclusion 4(p) x O-$(p) x 0 plus the map 
0 x I?--i(P)+&) x R”-i@) which sends the first basis vector e, of lR”-‘@) to the positive unit 
vector of K@) c &I) and the other basis vectors ek+ I of R” -i@) to the basis VeCtOrS ek in 
pi-i@,= [Wn-W-l 
The n-planes VP, ’ Vi identified in this way from an n-plane bundle over E, which is 
classified by a map E,, + BO(n). The composition AI,,z, c E,+BO(n)-+BO is, by construc- 
tion, the map which classifies the stabilized canonical [n/2)-plane bundle over 
A,,,*, = O(n)/(O([n/2]) x O(n - [n/2])). This fact together with the obvious fact that the 
stabilization maps by: E,+E,+, are compatible with the maps to BO shows that we get a 
map lim En-B0 which is homotopic to the map given in the last section. 
Suppose now that N” is a submanifold of W” and g: N+lR is one of the projections. Let 
J: N+ I%, t E Sk, be a smoothly parameterized family of functions representing an element 
of $&(N, aN). By the Thorn-Pontrjagin construction the corresponding element of 
n&*S”(BO A (N,)) z f$‘+,(N, BO x N) is given as follows. Let J denote the set of all 
pairs (x, t) E N x Sk such that DA(x) = LDg(x) for some 1 I 0. Thus J is the inverse image 
under the derivative Df N x Sk-+R” of a closed l-manifold in W” with boundary 0. By 
transversality this makes J a compact framed (k + I)-submanifold of N x Sk whose bound- 
ary is the set of singularities off,. The projection to N gives the map J -+ N and the restrictions 
on the critical points gives the map aJ-, E,,. Composing with the map E,+ BO we get a map 
(J, aJ)+(N, BO x N) representing the image of V;]. 
If N is any compact smooth manifold and G: N +I is a smooth function without critical 
points we can apply the same procedure and get everything except the framing of J. This can 
be deduced by replacing fi by the function c1;4 + r2): D(N)+!% t E S’, where D(N) is a 
normal disk bundle for N of dimension 2 3, r2 is the square of the distance to the zero 
section, and q: D(N)-+N is the bundle projection map. 
Suppose now that N = M x Z where M is a compact smooth m-manifold. Take as our 
fixed function the projection map M x Z-rlcomposed with the inclusion Z c IF& Then the 
suspension map of [l] gives a map X: P(M x Z, a(kf x Z))+S?(M x Z x Z, a). Comparison 
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of the formulas for Z and rr, : E,+ E, + , shows that Z is compatible with the map to 
PP(BO A (M,)) and thus we may phrase the main theorem as follows. 
THEOREM 5.1. (a) The mspension map C: X’(M x 1, a>-+X(M x I?, 8) is 
(m + 1)-connected; (b) lim &‘(M x I’, 8) 1 RSSZ(BO A (M,)) (weakly). 0 -+ 
#6. HOMOTOPY TYPE OF SPACES OF FUNCTIONS 
In this section we prove the analogue of the main theorem (2.2) for spaces of functions 
without certain Thorn-Boardman singularities. Ogle’s idea is used to get the best possible 
connectivity estimate. A brief explanation of Thorn-Boardman singularities and their 
indices can be found in [4]. .
LEMMA 6.1. Let n 2 1 and c 2 0. Let W be a c-connected O(n)-space with afixedpoint 
of the action of O(n). Then there is an O(n + l)-space q with a$xed point of the action 
of O(n + 1) and an (n + c)-connected O(n)-equivariant map W+ I!? 
Proof. Let W+O(n + 1) xO(“) W 5 S” be the fiber bundle associated to the principal 
bundle O(n)+O(n + l)+S”. Since W has a fixed point, p has an O(n + 1)-equivariant 
section s: S”+O(n + 1) x OcnJ W. Let m be the mapping cone of this section. Then I? is 
an O(n + l)-space with a fixed point and W-r fl is O(n)-equivariant. It remains to show 
that W-, FV is (n + c)-connected. (This follows from homotopy excision if n, c 2 2 but the 
explanation of this and the exceptional cases would take longer than the proof that 
follows.) 
In the case c = 0 we can apply Ogle’s trick as follows. The map W+O(n + 1) x OCnj W
evidently gives an isomorphism on ni for i < n and a monomorphism on 7c, with cokernel 
Q”. The inclusion map O(n + 1) x O(nj W-+ ris clearly n-connected and the composition 
7rnSN--S--, rr,(O(n + 1) x o(nj W)+A,~ is trivial. This implies that II, W-m,@ is onto and 
thus W+ p is n-connected. 
If c 2 1 then it follows from Van Kampen’s theorem that w is also simply connected. 
Thus by Whitehead’s theorem we need only show that H,( m, W) = 0 for i I n + c. The 
Serre spectral sequence of the fibration pair (W, *)+(O(n + 1) x ,,(“) W, S”)+S” has 
EL r H&S”, H,( W, *)) and it converges to H,,+,(O(n + 1) x Oln) W, S”) z H,, +,( V, e). The 
lowest dimension in which E& has a chance to be nonzero is E& + , z H,,(S”, H, + ,( W, e)) 
which is a quotient of H,, ,( W). Thus r is c-connected and H,, ,( W)+ H,, ,( P) is onto 
so W-r w is (c + I)-connected. (This proves the case n = 1). 
We can now assume that n 2 2 and c 2 1. Let F be the homotopy fiber of the inclusion 
map O(n + 1) x O(n) W+ I?. The section s lifts to a map j: S”+F. The Serre spectral 
sequence for the fibration (*, F)+( @, O(n + 1) x OCnj W)+ @ has Ea z H,( @, H,(*, F)) 
and converges to H,( p, O(n + 1) x O(n, W) r H,(*, S”). Using the fact that @ is c- 
connected and F is (n - I)-connected we see that H,,F z Z and H,F = 0 for n < i < n + c. 
By the exactness of the sequence H,S”+H,(O(n + 1) xW,,) W)+H,w we see thatj: S”+F 
induces an isomorphism on H,,. Thusj is (n + c - I)-connected. Sincej is a monomorphism 
on all homotopy groups j induces an isomorphism x,S” < n,F for i < n + c. Thus 
xiF+ai(O(n + I) X o(,,) W) is a monomorphism with image the same as the image of XiS” 
for all i < n + c. Thus 7zi W-qfl is an isomorphism for i < n + c. But W-, m induces 
an epimorphism on all homotopy groups so W + @ is (n + c)-connected. cl 
Let n, s be positive integers and let P(n) = R[s,, . . . , I,]/(.Y,, . , s,)‘+ ‘. This is the 
R-algebra of real polynomials of degree IS in n variables. Let Aut,(J”(n)) denote the Lie 
group of R-algebra automorphisms of J’(n). Note that O(n) is a compact subgroup of 
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Au@(n)) which is a deformation retract. Let .&(n) denote the unique maximal ideal 
of JS(n). Then d’(n) = {p E J’(n)b(O) = 0) and &“(n)* = (p E J’(n)(p(O) = 0 and 
Dp(0) = 01. 
Let W be a connected open subset of k(n)2 which is invariant under the action of 
Aut#(n)) and let WOE W be a fixed point of the action of O(n). Let 
W(n) = {p E T(n) ( either Dp(O)fO or p -p(O)E W>. Then W(n) is an 
Aut,(JS(n))-invariant open subset of F(n) which is homotopy equivaient to S”-‘* W by 
3.1. 
Let N be a compact smooth n-manifold and let W(N) be the subbundle of the jet 
bundle J”(N) with fiber W(n). Let s,, be a fixed section of W(N) over N. (Note that s,, 
always exists since W has a fixed point of the action of O(n) 1: Aut,(J’(n)) = the structurs 
group of W(N).) Let r HT,M(N, d )be the space of all sections s of W(N) over N such that 
s\aN = s,lSN. 
THEOREM 6.2. If W is c-connected then there is a space m and two (n + c)-connected 
maps W + @ and 
rWcM(N, c?N) 4 W’P( ?? A (N,)). 
Proof. Since this is a homotopy theoretic question we may reduce the structure group 
of W(N) to O(n) and replace the' fiber W(n) with F-i* W. By 6.1 there exists an 
0(2n)-space r and an (n + c)-connected O(n)-equivariant map W+@. The induced 
map S” -I * W +S”- ’ * IV is (2n + c)-connected. If we let E + N be the fiber bundle with 
fiber S”-’ * @ associated to the tangent bundle of N then by 1.2 we have an 
(n + c)-connected map IWCN) (N, aN)-+TAN, 8N). Let v be an n-dimensional normal 
bundle for N and let G be the trivial bundle over D(v) with fiber S2” -i * @. Then by 1.4 
we get an (n + 2c + I)-connected map ZZ’: T,(N, aN)+r,(D(v), aD(v)). However 
r,(D(v), aD(v)) = Map(D(v), do(v); S2”@). Since S2.p is (2n -t c)-connected the 
Thorn-Pontjagin construction gives a (2n + 2c + I)-connected map from this space to 
CFS=(N+ A p). 0 
Now suppose that s 2 3 and J is a Thorn-Boardman index of degree IS so that 
J>(n,l,O,... , 0). Let W, be the set of all p E M(n)* so that p lies in a Thorn-Boardman 
stratum ZE’ for some I < J. Thus W, = u I?. Let g: N+R be a fixed Morse junction and 
I<J 
let .@,(N, aN) be the space of all admissible functions f: N+R so that the image of 
j”f; N+J”(N) lies in W,(N). Let Q(N, 8N) denote the space of all sections of W,(N) over 
N which are equal to j’g along 8N. 
THEOREM 6.3. js:#AN,8N)+rxN,8N) is (n + c,)-connected where n = dimN and 
2 + cl is the codimension in &f”(n)’ of the complement of W, in A”(n)2. 
Proof. This follows immediately from [3] 9.5 by replacing J with the infinite 
Thorn-Boardman index (5, 0, 0, . . .) and noting that &‘,(N, 8N) = &,,,, ,,(N, 8N) and 
WN, 8N) = I;;o.o. .,(N, W. Cl 
COROLLARY 6.4. Under the conditions of theorem 6.3 there is a space pJ and two 
(n + c,)-connected maps W,-, pJ and 
X,(N, i?N) ---, WS=( wJ A (N,)). 
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Proof. This follows from 6.3 and 6.2 and the fact that W, has a fixed point of the action 
of U(n) given by 5 xz. 0 
i-0 
Let J be an infinite Thorn-Boardman index with J > (n, l,O, . . .). Let &‘,(N, &‘V) be 
the space of all admissible functions f: N + R so that f has no Z:’ singularities for I 2 J. 
Let W, be the set of all p ~&“(n)~ so that p 4X’ for all I 2 J. Thus W, = U 2. Let 2 + c, 
I<J 
be the codimension in A”O(n)’ of the complement of W,. (&“(n)2 is the unique maximal 
ideal of J”(n) = W[[x,, . . . , xn]] = 1. JS(n).) 
COROLLARY 6.5. There is a space kVJ and two (n + c,)-connected maps W+ WJ and 
c%J(N, 8N) --+ nmsm( mJ h (N,)). 
Proof. This follows from 6.4 by taking a limit as s goes to co. We may take PJ to be 
the (n + cJ - l)-coskeleton of W,. Cl 
QUESTION 6.6. Is it possible to choose WJ independently of n as in the case of generalized 
Morse functions? 
An affirmative answer to this question would give us the analogue of 5.1 in the more 
general case discussed in this section. 
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